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ABSTRACT

The reconstruction of the test apparatus FIX
is outlined. The FIX test apparatus is located
at the Thermal Engineering Laboratory of
Studsvik Energiteknik AB. The apparatus is
going to be used for investigations of reactor
blow down heat transfer phenomena during
representative loss of coolant accidents. For
physical purposes, the Swedish BWR Oskarshamn II
with external recirculation lines has been
taken as the model. Performance predictions
for the test apparatus are compared with
expected BWR performance.

The calculations are part of Phase I of the
FIX-II project. Studsvik Energiteknik AB is
the main contractor for the project, which is
being funded by the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI).
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Analysis of postulated accidents and operational

transients are essential parts of the safety

analysis of nuclear power reactors. Because of

the great complexity of the phenomena involved,

it is necessary to incorporate various models of

these phenomena into computer codes in order to

calculate the dynamic fluid and thermal behaviour

for the realtor system.

The validity of the computer codes is assured by

comparison to suitable experimental data. Several

sets of data ar» availible for this type of

comparison, b<_tb so-called separate effect

tests, and integral te&ts. In the latter type of

tests, simulation of t.r.e entire reactor system

is attempted. niuong r'hese types of experiments,

applicable for FWR analysis, the BDHT tests

performed by tre Ger.o-.ral Electric Company deserves

mentioning.

In Sweden, so-called .integral tests were per_

formed during 1977 in the FIX-1 experimental

secup in Studsvik (2), The reactor system was

simulated by a flew loop with a 36-rod electri_

caily heated bundlt representing the core. An

annuiar test section (iieated from the inside

wall; was used in parallel with the 36-rod

bundle to simulate a high power bundle. Both

stationary (static ilryout, stability limit)

tests and transient tests were performed. The

transient tests included pipe break simulation

an1 simulation of pump trips (loss of power to

recite ilation pumj-s). The time interval up to

the tin'.e when the first dryout occurred was

inves. ti gated.
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An extension of the FIX-I experiments into the

post-dryout heat transfer" regime has been proposed

by Studsvik Energiteknik AB (3). It was suggested

that, after some reconstruction, the FIX-I

apparatus would be suitable for the proposed

tests. A reconstruction of the FIX-I apparatus

seemed to be necessary since, when the measured

thermo-hydraulic behaviour (after a simulated

reactor recirculation line split break in the

Swedish BWR Oskarshamn 2) was compared with

corresponding calculations of reactor behaviour

(4, 5) several differences were found. It was

fe decided that the extent of necessary rebuilding

should be investigated in Phase 1 of the new

project, called FIX-II. Extensive analyses of a

proposed experimental setup, and comparisons

with the calculated behaviour of full scale

reactors was included in Phase 1 of the project.

The purpose of the FIX-II experiments is to

provide measurements from simulations of a

reactor blowdown following pipe ruptures in a

reactor with external recircu'1 ation lines of

A ASEA-ATOM construction and from simulations of

pump trips in a reactor with internal recircu-

lation pumps also of ASEA-ATOM construction. The

measurements are specifically to include tempera-

ture maasurements in the heated bundle in the

post-dryout heat transfer regime. From these

measurements heat transfer coefficients are to

be evaluated. All measurements are to be used to

further check the validity of the computer codes

used in the safety analysis of nuclear reactors.
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1.2 Objective

Since it is not possible to perform experiments

in the scale of a full size reactor, a scaling

of the reactor to a feasible experimental size

is necessary. If the data from the experiments

is to be useful in a comparison with the results

of a calculated, postulated reactor LOCA transient

it is necessary that the experimental setup

simulates the reactor transient in as accurate a

manner as possible. If a complex system, in this

case a reactor, is to be scaled, both theoretical

and practical problems are unavoidable.

In theory a perfect reactor scaling is not

possible. Even with an experimental setup geo-

metrically similar to a reactor, and the present

methods of dimensional analysis, it is not

possible to obtain a perfect simulation of a

reactor in the experimental setup. The present

knowledge about the scaling of complex systems

under transient two-phase flew conditions is

very limited, and therefore dimensional analysis

does not seem to be applicable. In addition,

depending on the scaling, some discrepancies

between the transient conditions in the experi-

mental setup and in the reactor are unavoidable.

For example, the ratio between the energy release

to the coolant frcm the structural materials,

and the coolant volume.
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Energy release from structural materials Q - L

Coolant volume V - L3

Representative length L

Proportionality factor q

Index: R = Reactor

E = Experimental setup

For the reactor: ($)D ~ (r>o
V K Li K

For the experimental setup: (y)p "" (r^P

but: LE = n " LR gives <§)„ ~ ± • (2)R

That is: the ratio energy release from structural

material/coolant volume, may differ by a factor

q during a blowdown in the reactor and a blow-

down in the experimental setup.

In practice the physical size of the smallest

elements of interest in the reactor system i.e.

a fuel rod is for instance already small enough

to cause problems with the installation of the

necessary measuring equipment. Retaining the

actual fuel rod size, and simultaneously a

geometric similarity between the reactor and the

experimental setup is therefore not feasible.

The objective of reactor simulator in an experi-

mental setup does not imply that a complete

theoretical simulation is necessary. The most

important thing is that known phenomena in the

reactor should be aimed at at least a qualitative

simulation. This means that phenomena which have

a dominating influence on the cladding temperature

transient after a LOCA also should dominate the
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course of events during the experiment. Similarly

should phenomena which are of marginal importance

during a LOCA also play a negligible role in the

experiment.

The obvious problem is cf course how "unknown"

phenomena or "unknown" interactions between

different phenomena can be simulated. Apparently,

such "unknown" phenomena which are important for

the reactor system, but which have been eliminated

or reduced in importance in the experimental

system, will not be identified. Other "unknown"

phenomena may be identified as * result of

dicrepancies between experimental data and the

computer predicitons. If this were to happen, an

assessment of the importance of the new phenomena

in the reactor system and the experimental

system must be made. In the event that the

importance for the transient in the experimental

system is untypical of that for the reactor

system, modifications of the experimental system

might be necessary.

It is believed that the probability for a

reasonably good qualitative simulation, also for

"unknown" phenomena, is higher the closer the

geometric similarity and the agreement between

predicted transients for the two systems are.

The calculations reported here are aimed at

designing an experimental setup simulating a

postulated LOCA-transient in the Swedish BWR

Oskarshamn 11.

The new experimental setup will be based on the

already existing FIX apparatus situated in the

thermal Engineering Laboratory of Sturisvik

Energiteknik AB.
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Reactor transients (reference cases) have been

analyzed by ASEA-ATOM using the computer codes

GOBLIN and DRAGON. The FIX-loop transients have

also been analyzed using the GOBLIN-code. No

differences in the results can then have been

introduced due to variations in mathematical

solutions in different code models.

The reactor transients following a LOCA ranges

from the most severe break (Guillotine break on

a recirculation line) to a small break. There

are also transients which occur without a LOCA,

for example pump trips. The intention is that

the loop will be able to simulate a break on the

recirculation line and the reactor transients

after a simultaneous "trip" of all recirculation

pumps. Thus it is necessary to analyze at least

two sizes of breaks (one at each end of the

scale) ana probably also a pump trip.

1.3 Method of approach used for the

calculations

Scaling considerations and reconstruc-
tion of the old loop resulting in a
"possible ideal" loop.

The toté1 cost for reconstruction of
the old loop must be limited.

As a result of sensitivity studies of
specific parameters it may be possible
to simplify the 'possible ideal" loop.

the sensitivity studies are complete
iy be possible to propose a loop

When
it may
construction

The proposed loop construction should
then be analyzed for a guillotine break
and a small split break.
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Make comparisons between the analyzed
loop transients and the reactor tran-
sients. Attempt to explain any differ-
ences revealed by these comparisons.
The differences might depend upon the
scaling effects, the proposed loop
construction, or the code models.

Judge if such differences in the loop
transients can be accepted.
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2. SUGGESTION FOR A "POSSIBLE IDEAL" LOOP

2 .1 Scaling considerations

The metod of scaling most often used in experi-

mental thermo-hydraulic research is dimensional

analysis. This method requires knowledge of all

the relevant parameters which represent the

behaviour of the system. In this case dimensional

analysis was not used for several obvious reasons:

Knowledge about all parameters which
influence different phenomena is limited
at present time. For example: The
behaviour of pumps in two-phase flow,
the heat transfer in different two-phase
flow regions, and how critical heat
flux should be determined.

The equiations for the temperature and
the flow are neither one-dimensional
nor stationary.

Because of the wish to simulate the
fuel bundle in the scale 1:1 it is
possible to achieve complete geometrical
similarity in at least that particular
part of the system which is from the
primary circuit, but for the other
parts of the system geometrical simi-
larity is not possible.

References (6, 7, 8) treat, amongst other things,

the basis for scaling test apparatus of the same

type as FIX, for example the largest and most

important combined blowdown and core cooling

experiment planned anywhere, namely the Loss of

Fluid Test (LOFT) in the USA. Based on the

discussions in (8), a volumetric scaling of the

FIX test apparatus is recommended. This means

that, insofar as practical, each component

volume, piping volume, and the total primary

system volume in FIX are proportional to their

respective volumes in the reactor. The advantage
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of this choice for scaiii.q : s that i; e::i.a^s

that the same relative amount of :iu;i is dva

for energy exchange in FIX as i:: the realtor,

controlling the system break size, pre^erviti

of t: me scale is also possible. Thus, CL.C ran

expect similar thermo-hydi a• :. i : phenomena to

occur in both systems on the S a.~:e tirr.e s'iie.

The proportionality constar.: is ta^e-z >..v. the

following assumptions using the Swedish rtWk

öskarshamn II, which has -̂xteir.al *-.... >•_ i^c.i-

culation pumps, as the r-:-re: en :e plant.:

The reactor core w: ' ; be s IT l-:.2teä wit
6 x 6 electrically r.eate-j fue: : :-d
simulators in the I"IX test dp^-iratur .

A iength of 3 6H;; rn:;; has be"r. C:;J^-::

for the fuel rod simuljtor?, äoöf:'e
the fact that the acMve fuo; Lena:: •
the reactor is 5 "17. rur..

The 6 x 6 heated bundle in FIX nas ar
axial power distribution i •'".-:.•: t^entat :•.
of a reactor.

All the 36 rods i n the FIX bund i e . ne
electrically heated and the mt.-rnil
power peaking factor is set equal *•:
unity.

Ail the 36 rods m FIX bundle have an
outer diameter of 12.?.r3 mm and the
pitch between the rods is i-'••. "•> mm.

The above presumptions lead to a flow area of

A_ = 0.6034 dm , and a volume for the active

part of the FIX bundle of V'F 22 ?.()'> dm3.
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Since the core volume in the reactor is known

(17.2 m ) it is pos

tionality constant:

(17.2 m ) it is possible to propose one propor-

VF 22.205-10"3

V O I I 17.2 775

Another proposal for a proportionality constant

is based on the ratio of the power in the two

systems:

VF PF
V P
oil oil

It is assumed that the ratio of the powers is

proportional to the ratio of active rods. That

is: the power density per rod is the same in the

reactor and in the FIX test apparatus:

PF nF 36
Poll "oil 4 4 4' 6 3 7 7 7

Neither of these two alternatives for propor-

tionality factors can be motivated more than the

other as being the most correct value; the

latter has been chosen. The difference between

the values is very suall and the absolute value

is probably less important than that all of the

part volumes are scaled by the same factor.

All of the defined part volumes, their size in

the reactor and in the "ideally" scaled FIX

apparatus are listed in Table A.I.
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The initial mass flow is scaled in a different

way to the volumes. The bundle mass flux in the

FIX apparatus is assumed to be equal to the

average reactor core mass flux. That is:

Goll = GF

A oil AF

Reactor core flow area A TT = 444 • 1.0437 dm
oil _

FIX bundle flow area A,, = 0.6C34 dm thus:

WF 0.6034
Woll 444-1.0437 768

Assuming that the FIX bundle mass flux is equal

to the average reactor core mass flux, the same

initial average steam quality at the exit of FIX

and the reactor requires the following relation-

ship between the power in the FIX apparatus and

the reactor. Also assume equal sub-cooling of

the bundle inlet coolant flow in the FIX apparatus

and the reactor.

WF oil

WF Ap

Woll Aoll 7 6 8

which has been used in the calculations.
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When the experimental setup was scaled only the

volumes were considered but not the flow areas

and lengths. Thus, the pressure distribution in

the experimental setup and in the reactor is

rather different. The initial reactor pressure

distribution is plotted in Figure B.18. To

achieve a similar pressure distribution in the

experimental setup it was necessary to increase

the pressure drop by using some local hydraulic

resistances. The resulting inital pressure

distribution in the experimental setup can be

seen in Figure B.19.

2.2 Reconstruction of the old loop

In this report a suggestion for an experimental

setup, which simulates a LOCA in a BWR, is

discussed. At an early stage it was decided to

reconstruct a test apparatus already in existance

(Fix-loop see Figures B.I and B.2), which was

designed for similar experiments to those planned

for the new setup. In this manner the total cost

for erecting an experimental setup can be limited.

When the volumes fo the old FIX apparatus were

compared to the volumes in an "ideal" volume

scaled experimental setup a number of differen-

ces were discovered, see Table A.I.

After a technical review of the old FIX apparatus

the follwoing changes in the construction seemed

to be both technically and economically possible:

A decreased steam dome.

Separate condensation of the produced
steam outside the steam dome.
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A decreased water level in the steam
dome, that is a decreased mass inventory
in the upper part of the downcomer
(saturated).

Decreased downcomer volume (subcooled).

Lower elevation of the recirculation
line outlet position from downcomer.

Separate feedwater inlet.

Two main recirculation lines with
separate pumps. One pump simulates
three intact recirculation pumps (of
four) and the other pump simulates the
pump in "broken" recirculation line.

Two break positions including blowdown
valves in the simulated broken line.

Increased lower plenum volume, instead
of the old inlet volume.

Replacement of the inlet restriction
orifice position. The orifice should be
placed just upstream of the beginning
of the heated length in the bundle.

The old gap volume should be completely
filled with insulation.

A new by-pass pipe to simulate the core
by-pass, the pipe to be placed outside
the test section pressure vessel making
it possible to measure the flow through
it.

The flow through the by-pass will be
electrically heated along the channel.
The heating simulates the convective
heat from the core to the by-pass flow
and the y an<* neutron capture in the
by-pass coolant flow.

A new volume, connected to the by-pass
volume simulating the reactor control
rods guide tuber volume.

Decreased upper plenum volume.

A new steam water separator combined
with a steam dryer.
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A suggestion for a new experimental setup is,

drawn schematically, shown in Figure B.3. The

volumes of the new setup are calculated and

compared to the volumes of an "ideally" scaled

secup. The draft for the reconstruction was

judged to be acceptable, but since it was not

the same as the "ideally" scaled setup it is

designated as a "possible ideal" experimental

setup (loop) in the following.
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3. CODE USED

3.1 General

All the calculations have been -nalyzed using

the computer code GOBLJN (14). The code version

used for the loop calculations is the reactor

version slightly modified by ASEA-ATOM.

Code modifications and improvements:

Two different types of pump with different
pump curves can now be used.

Each pump may have a specific pump
speed decay curve, where the speed
versus time can be given as input.

It is possible to model an external
recirculation line attached to another
recirculation line.

Simulating a spray condensor is now
possible and a "rain model" has been
incorporated into the code.

The steam dome pressure versus time can
be given as input (optional). If this
is done then an external steam flow
from the steam dome will be calculated.

A fraction of the total power generated
in the core may be directly deposited
in optional hydraulic nodes.

3.2 Short description of the GOBLIN code (9)

The GOBLIN code performs the detailed thermo-

hydraulic calculation for the entire ro ctor

following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

The reactor is divided into 10 principal volumes:

1 steam dome

2 downcomer

3 lower plenum
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4 core (inside fuel bundles)

5 upper plenum

6 core by-pass and guide tubes

7 & 8 External main recirculation lines

9 & 10 External main recirculation lines with
jet pumps

(volumes 6 to 10 are optional)

each of which can be further divided into one or

more sub-volumes as specified by the user.

Four main sections of the code can be defined:

1. The hydraulic model

which solves the basic mass, energy and
momentum balances together with the
equation of state for each sub-volume.
This model includes empirical correla-
tions for the calculation of pressure
dtops, two-phase energy flow, critical
flow rate, steam-water separator effi-
ciency, and steam dryer efficiency.

2. The system models

This section of the code contains
detailed models of the various safety
systems that are activated after a
LCCA. Models are also included for
appropriate parts of the primary auxi-
liary systems.

3. The fuel thermal model

calculates the heat transferred from
the fuel rods to the coolant. This
model includes the solution of the heat
conduction equation for the fuel rods,
and calculation of the appropriate heat
transfer coefficients at the fuel
cladding outside surface.
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4. The pressure vessel and internals
thermal model

calculates the heat transferred from
the pressure vessel and the internals
to the coolant. The model includes the
solution of the heat conduction equation
for the components and calculation of
the appropriate heat transfer coefficients

3.2^1 The_hvdraulic model

The hydraulic model solves the set of basic

equations for the coolant flow, i.e.

the mass balance

the energy balance

the momentum balance

the equation of state.

The fluid conservation equations include approxi-

mations of all terms in the theoretical deriva-

tions for one-dimensional, drift-Jlux, thermal

equilibrium flow with the exception of the

kinetic and potential energy terms in the energy

balance, which have been excluded since they are

of very little importance in this type of calcula-

tion.

The above set of equations, together with the

necessary secondary relations and empirical

correlations, provide a complete solution to

fluid-flow phenomena.

The conservation equations for the fluid flow

are integrated over mathematical "control-volumes",

and the resulting set of equations is written in

a finite-difference form, using a fully implicit

scheme.
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The resulting set of simulatenous non-linear

equations is solved iteratively using Newton's

method.

The control volumes for the mass and energy

equations are the fluid sub-volumes prescribed

by the user. The control volume for the momentum

balance consists of the volume between the

centres of adjacent fluid volumes.

For each sub-volume the solution thus provides

values of pressure, enthalphy, mass inventory,

and sub-volume boundary coolant flow. From the

secondary relations and the empirical correla-

tions steam qualities, void fractions, fluid

temperatures, water level in downcomers etc can

be calculated.

3.2.1.1 Empirical correlations in the hydraulic

model

Several empirical correlations are necessary to

formulate the basic fluid equations. The most

important correlations in the hydraulic part of

the GOBLIN code are:

friction and local pressure drop correla-
tions

two-phase energy flow correlations

critical flow rate correlations

steam separator and dryer efficiency,
and pressure drop correlations

correlations for the interaction between
injected water and the reactor inventory
fluid.
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In the pressure drop calculation correlations

are provided for single-phase friction factors

and two-phase friction and local pressure drop

multipliers. These correlations are based on the

extensive experimental program carried out by

ASEA-ATOM in the FRIGG loop. The data base for

the two-phase friction multiplier has been

further extended using experimental resi'its

published by C J Baroczy. The basic formulation

of the two-phase multiplier correlations is

based on work done by D Chisholm.

The two-phase energy flow between the sub-volumes

is calculated using a steam-water drift-flux

correlation based on the FRIGG experiments. The

basic formulation of the correlation is an

extension of theories published by N Zuber and

J A Findlay.

The choked flow model includes the Moody model,

with a subcooled extension according to P Pana,

the Henry-Fauske model, and the homogeneous

equilibrium model. The flow rate is calculated

as a user specified fraction of each of the

models. The fractions can be steam quality

dependent.

Correlations describing the efficiency of the

steam separators and the steam dryer have been

developed from full scale tests performed by

ASEA-ATOM. Correlations have been developed to

express the carry-over (water following the

steam up to the steam dome) and carry-under

(steam following the water to the downcomer)

fractions, and the pressure drop characteristics

of the separator.
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Detailed models are included for the following

system:

the ti/ip and interlock system,

the relief system,

the core spray system,

the auxiliary feedwater system,

the ste<m lines,

the fee<i-water system, and

the recirculation system.

The pump speed is determined from the solution

of the angular momentum balance for the pump

impeller. Ihe applied torque represents the net

torque from all sources, i.e. it includes the

hydraulic interaction between the fluid and the

pump impeller (usually referred to as the "hydraulic

torque"), frictional losses in the rotating

machinery, and torque supplied by the pump

motor.

The pump head is determined from user supplied

_ables expressing pump head as a function of

pump speed and volumetric flow rate.

This section of the code calculates the heat

transferred from the fuel rods to the coolant.

The fuel rod heat conduction equation is solved

in its one-dimensional (radial) form (axial

conduction is neglected) using an implicit

finite-difference technique with the appropriate

heat transfer coefficients as boundary conditions
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The appropriate heat transfer coefficients are

calculated using the coolant state data as

calculated by the hydraulic model and the surface

temperature resulting from the solution of the

heat conduction equation.

Heat transfer coefficients or correlations to be

used can also be supplied by the user as a

function of time and of axial position, or steam

quality or void fraction.

3.2.4 Heat transfer from the reactor pressure

vessel and internals

Detailed models for heat transfer from the

pressure vessel and the internals are included.

The user can specify any number of heat trans-

ferring plates, which can be cooled on both

sides or isolated on either side. The one-dimen-

sional heat conduction equation is solved using

a finite difference technique and a user specified

nodal subdivision of each plate. he plates can

each be composed of different materials.
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4. THE "POSSIBLE IDEAL" LOOP MODEL

4.1 Nodalization

The nodalization scheme employed for the "possible

ideal" loop model is shown in Figure B.4.

Volume No 1,1 is the steam dome bounded by the

pressure vessel and the level in the downcomer.

It includes the volume inside the steam separators

above their liquid outlets. It should be noted

that the steam dome volume will vary during the

transient since it is bounded by the moving

level in the downcomer.

Main volume No 2 is the downcomer below the

moving level. This main volume is divided into

two sub-volumes. Sub-volumes 2,1, which is

saturated, and 2,2 which is subcooled.

Main volume No 7 is a recirculation line. In the

reactor case this volume represents three of the

four external recirculation lines. In the loop

model the two sub-volumes 7,2 and 7,3 represent

toe rest of the downcomer. These two volumes are

also sub-cooled.

Sub-volume No 7,1 is a fictitious volume without

mass and energy and has only a mass flow rate

connected to it. The rest of main volume 7, i.e.

sub-volumes No 7,4, 7,5, 7,6 and 7,7 represents

the three intact external recirculation lines.

Also included in these sub-volumes is the volume

which represents three-quarters of the volume

inside the reactor pressure vessel, but outside

the flow distribution skirt.
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The pumps are located between sub-volumes four

and five.

Main volume No 8 represents the broken main

reciculation line in the reactor. Included in

volume 8 is the rest of the volume which repre-

sents the reactor volume inside the pressure

vessel, but outside the flow distribution skirt.

Main volume No 3 is the volume which represents

the reactor lower plenum outside the guide

tubes. Sub-volume 3,3 is the unheated part of

the heated bundle i.e. the volume between the

inlet restriction and beginning of heated length.

Main volume No 4 is the heated part of the

heated bundle. It is divided into 10 sub-volumes

of equal size.

Main volume No 5 represents the reactor upper

plenum and part of the steam separator. Sub-

volume No 1 is the upper unheated part of the

heated bundle. Sub-volume No 2 is the "real"

upper plenum, and sub-volume 3 is the steam

separator volume up to the liquid outlet.

Main volume No 6 represents the reactor core

by-pass and guide tubes. Sub-volume No 1 is a

fictitious volume which only has a mass flow

from lower plenum to the by-pass. Sub-volume 2

represents the reactor volume inside the guide

tubes.

Sub-volumes 3 to 6 represent the reactor core

by-pass, i.e. the volumes outside the channel

boxes but inside the main shroud.
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The steam water separation model in the GOBLIN

code is based on practical experiments on real

reactor separators. In the loop calculations it

was therefore necessary to suggest a loop separator

model with about the same geometrical proportions

as the large reactor separator. The steam water

separator used in the loop calculation can be

seen in Figure B.5, where the geometrical elevation,

necessary for the code input, is also given.

4.2 Power generation and distribution

The heated rods in the loop calculation are

modelled as nuclear fuel rods, and not as elec-

trically heated fuel rod simulators which will

be used in the loop. It is a good assumption if

the electrically heated rod in the loop has the

same behaviour at the rod surface as the nuclear

fuel rod has. (This model of the rods was necessary

because the code only has a model for nuclear

fuel rods).

4.2.1 Power generation

The power generation is calculated as the sum of

the fission power and power generated by fission

products and actinide decay. The fission power

generation is given in Figure B.6 for different

pipe rupture sizes. It has been calculated using

the BISON code. Power generation due to fission

product decay is calculated as a summation of

exponential terms.

Power generation due to actinide decay is also

calculated as a summation of exponential terms.
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4.2.2 Power distribution

The heated bundle contains 36 rods, all with the

outer diameter 12.25 mm and axial power distri-

bution, is given in Figure B.7. The reasons for

using this power distribution are given in (10).

When solving the heat conduction equation the

fuel rod is divided radially into seven equal

area subnodes for the fuel and three equal

radial increment subnodes for the cladding.

4.3 Recirculation pumps

The speed of the pump which is located in the

"intact" vt-circulation line is regulated by

means of a special regulation system named

DATATRACK. The DATATRACK regulation system

permits only positive pump speed. Only a single-

phase pump nead curve for the normal operating

region of the pump is available. The manufacturer-

has tested the pump and the result can be seen

in Figure B.8. The pump head versus flow is then

transformed into a so called homologous head

curve. The homologous curve is the normal pump

curve transformed into a dimensionless curve

using the affinity laws.

The homologous curve is extrapolated into quadrant

No four. In all of the calculations it was only

necessary to know the homologous curve for

quadrant one and four. This is because only

positive flows occur in the simulated type of

breaks of interest, and only positive pump

speeds are permitted of the regulation system.

Since the pump is speed regulated, and the

option for speed versus time has been used a;-,

input in all the calculation, pump torque dala

are unnecessary. In Figure B.9 the homologous head

curve used can be seen.
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The pump which is located in the "broken" recircu-

lation line is driven by an induction motor and

speed regulation is not permitted. Because data

of the pump torque and intertia were not known,

the power to the pump motor was not tripped, and

thus free rotating was not allowed. Instead the

pump speed was assumed constant at a reference

speed during the entire transient. Of course,

the pump speed is not exactly constant when the

pump is driven with an induction motor. There is

a slip between the rotor and the rotating magnetic

field which usually is about 5 % at rated torque.

This slip varies slightly, depending upon torque

value.

In Figure B.10 the pump head is shown as function

of the flow from the manufacture test. In Figure

B.9 the extrapolated single-phase homologous

head curve is shown.

For both pumps two-phase data are taken from

Semiscale tests as reported in (11).

4.4 Code options used

Critical heat flux correlation AA-74
was used in all the calculations. The
minimum value of the critical channel
power ratio was set equal to 1.0.

The Moody model has been used for
critical flow calculations in the
saturated region with a multiplier
equal to 1.0.

In the calculations of enthalpy flow in
two phase flow regions the drift-flux
correlation developed for the RELAP-UK
code model has been used.

Furthermore, all new code modifications
and improvements mentioned under Section
3.1, except spray condensor simulation,
have been used.
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5. SENSITIVITY STUDIES OF THE "POSSIBLE

IDEAL" LOOP

When comparing the volumes of the "possible

ideal" scaled FIX loop with the old loop volumes

many differences can be found. Some of the

differences are quite considerable, for example:

steam dome, downcomer. See Table A.I.

If all of the results from the "possible ideal"

scaling were included, it would be necessary to

reconstruct or buy several new components.

Since, for example, the spray condensor and

lower plenum volumes are very large and complex

it would be expensive to rebuild these volumes.

To limit the costs of rebuilding the loop, it

was decided to analyze the influence of certain

parameters on the thermohydraulic behaviour,

judging, that if there was only a weak influence

on the transients no reconstruction should be

necessary.

It must be emphasized that the results from

these variations in parameters should only be

used for designing the test loop, or their

influence on the behaviour of the test loop, and

not for determinating the final experimental

programme. For this an addition must me made.

From a general point of view it would be hazardous

to base an experimental programme on only the

results from computer code calculations, where

the behaviour of an experimental loop has been

investigated for variations in different para-

meters. The experimental results are often used

for confirming the calculated results.
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All the calculations were based on the "possible

ideal" scaled loop, and the results were compared

with a "reference case", also based on the

"possible ideal" scaled loop.

It could be assumed that different parameters

had different influences on the transients

depending on the simulated course of events.

Therefore, the calculations were based on two

different courses of events:

A small split break in one of the main
recirculation lines. (The result of
this type of accident in the reactor
will be a 4 500 kg/s initial break
flow).

Guillotine rupture in one of the main
recirculation lines. (In the corre-
sponding reactor case the initial break
flow will be about 19 000 kg/s).

The influence from some other parameters, for

example mass inventory, power and flow restric-

tions was also investigated.

The important results are summarized below and a

possible loop construction is based on them.

The initial bundle power has no signi-
ficant influence on the hydraulic
transient. In Figures B.ll and B.12 the
bundle inlet, bundle outlet and break
flow transients at average bundle power
are compared with the corresponding
transients at high bundle power.

Despite the assumption of equal power
density per rod ir. the loop and the
reactor when scaling the loop, it
appears that the loop hydraulic behaviour
is almost independent of the bundle
power. Accordingly, it is probably more
important to use the same scaling
factor for all part volumes than a
certain value on the scaling factor.
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The steam dome volume in the old con-
struction is out of proportion compared
to the "ideal" volume, but it seems to
be of no importance if the specified
reactor steam dome pressure transient
can be achieved in the loop dome. This
is possible using the old steam dome in
combination with at least two pressure
relief valves on the steam dome.

The old spray condensation system in
the steam dome can be used in FIX-II.
The spray system then simulates the
reactor steam flow to the turbines. The
spray system will be supplemented with
at least two pressure relief valves
which will simulate the reactor pressure
relief valves.

The two last items concerning the steam
dome are explained in more detail in
(13).

The mass inventory in the downcomer is
important oecause the time to pump
cavitation (steam sucked into the pump)
and pressure transient (steam out
through the break) depends on it.

The downcomer mass inventory is changed
by changing the water level in the
spray condensor; Figure B.13 shows its
influence on the "intact" recirculation
line pump head.

In the case of guillotine break, it is
possible to simulate the long leg
(including the pump) in the broken line
with a short line and a nozzle in the
end of the line.

In Figure B.14 the break flows xrom a
"normal" double ended guillotine break
are compared with a simplified guillotine
break. The difference between the break
flows is rather small, but of course it
was necessary to decrease the break
area in the short leg compared with the
original area. In Figure B.15 the
important bundle in- and outlet flows
for the above break simulation principles
are compared.
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It is recommended that the simplified
break simulation principle be used in
most of the large break tests for two
reasons.

a) The practical problem with the
pump in the "broken" recircu-
lation line is eliminated.

b) The modelling is simplified.

To simulate a split (longitudinal)
break it is necessary to simulate the
broken recirculation line. The recir-
culation pump in the broken line can be
simulated with a flow restriciton. It
is recommended that a pump be used, at
least for "small" split breaks. If not,
there will be some differences from the
reactor behaviour. For example. Figure
B.16 which shows the flow in the
recirculation (RC) lines. The inlet
flow to the "broken" RC-line is reversed
for the first seconds in the loop
without pump, but not in the case with
a pump in the RC line.

Figure B.17 shows the in- and outlet
flows to the bundle for the two dif-
ferent methods of simulation.

It is recommended that replaceable
orifices be inserted in the recircu-
lation lines just upstream of the inlet
to the lower plenum. The orifices
improve the loop pressure distribution.

The pressure distribution during steady
state in the reactor reference case is
plotted in Figure B.18 and the corre-
sponding pressure distribution for the
loop (after the insertion of orifices)
is plotted in Figure B.19.

The speed coast-down curve for the pump
in the "intact" recirculation line is
of great importance for the bundle flow
during a LOCA. In Figure B.20 the loop
bundle inlet flow after a small split
break is plotted for different coast
down curves.
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Since different types of reactor pumps
with different inertia //ill be simulated
under different types of transients a
speed regulated pump + motor unit has
been chosen for the intact recirculation
line. Since the loop pump characteris-
tics is also quite different to normal
reactor pumps no free interactions
between the pump and fluid are allowed.
This difference in pump characteristics
makes it impossible to use the same
pump speed coast down curve in the
loop, as is calculated for the corre-
sponding reactor transient. The "right"
coast down curve for the loop pump is
t,he curve which gives che same flow
transient through the pump as the
reactor pump does. Of course the reactor
flow must be scaled down the loop
scale. This coast down curve could be
calculated based on the calculations
for reactor anri assuming that:

1) the loop pump characteristics
were known for both single-
and two-phase flow and

2) the loop has the same hydraulic
behaviour as the reactor. This
calculation is probably not of
use, because of differences
between the loop and the
reactor.

The right pump speed coast down curves
could also be achieved with a feed-back
system in which the loop purrp flow was
measured on-line and compared with the
calculated reactor flow. Pioblems might
arise in this system with the flow
measuring device, especially when
two-phases occur.

The loop pump speed coast down curves
used are determined in another way.
Figure B.21 shows the head-volume flow
curves for a scaled 011-pump and the
FIX-pump. The difference in pump charac-
teristics between a 011-pump and the
uncompensated FIX-pump is obvious. To
improve the FIX pump chracteristic it
was suggested that an orifice be installed
downstrear. of the pump. For an approp-
riately chosen combination between the
pump speed and the orifice the compen-
sated pump characteristic could, for
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example, be as shown in Figure B.21. If
this simplified method for changing the
pump characteristic is used, it is
possible to approximate the loop pump
speed coast down curve with the corre-
sponding reactor curve.

The influence from the lower plenum
volume size on the hydraulic transients
is not so important. Thus, despite the
fact that the proposed LP volume is
about 20 % less than the "ideal" LP
volume, it is possible to use the
proposed LP volume. In Figures B.22 and
B.23 the loop bundle inlet flows are
plotted for different values of LP
volume. Figure B.22 shows the inlet
flow after a small split break and
Figure B.23 the inlet flow after a
guillotine break.

A variation of the orifice in the
steam-water separator has no signifi-
cant influence on the hydraulic tran-
sients, see Figure B.24.

The influence on the hydraulic transients
from the geometrical design of the
steam-water separator has not been
studied, but it is nevertheless important
for the final loop construction. One
reason why the separator has not been
studied is that the separation model in
the code is nearly non-theoretical and
based on full scale experiments in a
narrow parameter range, and in the
FIX-loop it is impossible to use a full
scale reactor separator. The use of the
reactor separator model on a completely
untested proposed loop separator is
then very doubtful. Furthermore, the
model must be extrapolated into a wider
parameter range during a LOCA.

One suggestion is therefore to use a
simplified separator rather than a
scaled reactor steam water separator,
for example a straight perforated pipe
with an inlet orifice. Then, of course,
a numerical model for this type of
separator must be included in the code.
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6. PROPOSED LOOP CONSTRUCTION

Based on the "ideal" scaled loop and all the

results from point 5 (except the last one,

because in the code it was necessary to model a

reactor steam-water separator) a possible loop

construction was suggested, see Figure B.25.

Depending on the type of simulated reactor

transient various parts of the loop could be

omitted. In Table 1 all of the part volumes are

included.
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7. CALCULATIONS ON THE PROPOSED LOOP

7.1 Model of the proposed loop

The nodalization scheme of the proposed loop

construction is shown in Figure B.26. The main

volumes in this scheme represent the same reactor

volumes as in the "possible ideal" loop nodali-

zation scheme, see Section 4.1. Only the number

and size of the sub-volumes differ from the

"possible ideal" loop scheme.

A summary of volume and flowpath data for the

proposed loop is presented in Tables A.2 and

A.3.

The power generation and distribution is the

same as in the "possible ideal" loop model, see

Section 4.2.1 - 2.

The pump curves are the same as in the "possible

ideal" loop model. The same code options as in

the "possible ideal" loop model are used, but

the spray condensor model is used also.

7_._2 Small split break (SSB)
2

This break in the reactor is defined as: 900 cm

break area in a recirculation line. It is located

in the high pressure part of the recirculation

line, i.e. between the pump and lower plenum. It

is a longitudinal break and the break flow is

enough to cause an early dry-out in a hot channel.

In the loop the break area is introduced in

sub-volume No 8,6. The number of sub-volumes in

main volume No four is increased to twenty. The

finer node structure, will give a better view of

the temperature transients in different axial

positions in the bundle.
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Pressure: 7 MPa

Power: In this reference case the loop
bundle power was choosen to simulate a
reactor hot channel because it is only
in the hot channel that the dry-out
will occur and with that the high
bundle temperatures.

It was assumed that the reactor radial
peaking factor was 1.3. Then the loop
bundle power is

^ • 0 2
7 6 8

1 7 0 0 • 1.3 = 2.935 MW

Bundle flow: The reactor hot channel
flow is 9.22 kg/s and then the loop
bundle flow is

9.22 • 444 c oo , .
768 = 5- 3 3 k<3/s

Bundle inlet temperature: The tempera-
ture was 267.6 C.

Intitial global dry-out margin was 1.51
with the CHF-correlation used (AA-74).

Break area: The initial break flow from
the loop is assumed to be 1/768 of the
initial break flow from the reactor.
Because the break flow, in the critical
flow model, is a linear function of the
break area, the loop break area is also
1/768 of the reactor break area.

(In this case the break area was 1.125
times the "right" scaled area. In order
not to change the initial dry-out
margin it was necessary to increase the
break area in order to achieve a stable
dry-out in the bundle during the transient.
Of course, the initial bundle power
could have been increased but the rod
surface temperatures during the transient
should then also have been increased.)
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Initial conditions summary

Steam dome pressure

Bundle power

Directly deposited by-pass power

Pump speed (intact loop)

Pump speed (broken loop)

Coolant flow (bundle)

Coolant flow (by-pass)

Inlet temperature

Water level (rel pump shaft)

External cooling water flow
(spray condensor)

External cooling water temperature

Break area

7.0

2.935

0.0679

2248

2900

5.31

0.73

267.6

6.3

4.52

120

1.32-10~4

MPa

MW

HW

rpm

rpm

kg/s

kg/s

°C
m

kg/s

°C
m2

7.2.2 Transient conditions

Pressure transient (steam dome): The
pressure transient calculated for the
reactor. Figure B.27, was used as
input, and the code then calculated the
necessary external steam flow to or
from the steam dome. When this code
option is used it is assumed that the
pressure transient can be achieved in
the test loop.

Based on some calculations (see Chapter 5)
it was suggested that the old spray
condensor system should be completed
with two relief valves and then it
should be possible to achieve the
desirable pressure transient.

Power decay transient; The fission
power decay curve depends on the break
size, see Section 4.2.1. The relative
power decay curve calculated for the
4 500 kg/s initial break flow, in the
reactor, is used in this case.

Pump speed coast down transients: It
was assumed that the pump in the "broken"
line had a constant pump speed during
the transient, see Section 4.3.
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The relative pump speed coast down
curve for the pump in the intact line,
simulating the three intact reactor
pumps, is the same as that calculated
for the reactor. Figure B.2P.

7.2.3 Summarv descrigtionof the transient

Figures B.29 - B.65 include all the plots from

the calculations of the small split break.

The break occurs in one of the recirculation

lines. It is assumed to be a longitudinal break,

at the inlet to the lower plenum. The break area

starts opening at 1.0 s and is assumed to be

fully open 0.05 s later.

When the break occurs, the "intact" recirculation

pump starts coast down and at the same time the

steam dome pressure starts to decrease. The

spray condensor is still in function, but the

relief valves also opens when the break occurs.

The break flow causes a reduced pressure in the

lower plenum and the bundle and bundle by-pass

flows decrease very quickly after the break. In

the bundle the void fraction increases rapidly

when the flow decreases. In the reactor this

voiding causes a reactivity feed-back and shuts

off the reactor. In the loop the power decay is

simulated by decreasing the electric power to

the bundle.

As long as there is single phase upstream the

break, the variations in the break flow depends

on pressure variations. Between 1.0 and 2.4 s

(when the spray water inlet starts closing) the

pressure decreases. During the same time interval

the break flow decreases from maximum 6.5 kg/s

to about 6.0 kg/s. The decreasing break flow

makes it possible to increase the bundle flow

again.
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At 1.7 s the upper part of the by-pass volume

starts flashing and at 2.2 s the inlet flow to

the by-pass reverses.

After the spray water and feed water flews

becomes zero, at 2.6 s, (relief valves still

open) the pressure increases again, outlet flow

from the break increases, and the inlet flow to

bundle decreases. 0.2 s later the first dry-out

occurs and at 3.8 s the first stable dry-cut

occurs in the top of the bundle.

At 3.9 s the separator flow to the downcomer is

zero, but there is still a two-phase flow into

the steam-water separator from the upper plenum.

The void fraction in the separator is therefore

decreasing. Outside the separator the two-phase

water level decreases and at 5.6 s the level

passes the separator water outlet and at 7.9 the

level starts uncovering the inlet to the recir-

culation line. The upper part of the recirculation

line (above the inlet to the "broken" line)

simulates the down comer in the reactor. Steam

is now sucked into the recirculation line and at

8.2 s the upper part of the line starts flashing.

In the reactor the steam dome pressure increases

between 2.6 s (main steam line isolation valves

are closing) and ~ 6 s when the pressure reaches

a maximum. After 6 s the pressure starts decreasing

because of the decreasing power generation, and

at 8.8 s the relief valves close and the steam

flow out from the steam dome decreases. The

steam dome pressure then starts increasing but

at 12.5 s automatic depressurization is activated

due to low level in the downcomer. This results

in a decreasing dome pressure.
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At 13.2 s the two-phase mixture in the common

recirculation line reaches the inlet to the

"broken" line (see Figure B.44) and 0.6 s later

two-phase appears at the "broken" line pump

which then cavitates (see Figure B.59) and

causes a decreased pressure in the lower plenum.

The inlet flow to the bundle rapidly decreases

and becomes negative at 14.2 s. The down flow

through the bundle increases still more when the

"intact" pump cavitates at 14.4 s. This down

flow causes a rapidly increased void fraction in

the lower part of the bundle because the mixture

with the high void fraction is sucked down from

the upper part of the bundle (see Figures B.38

and B.39).

Between about 16 and 19 s the flow in from the

"intact" recirculation line to the lower plenum

increases because of flash^g in the recircula-

tion line. The increased flow in to the lower

plenum causes the downflow through the bundle to

decrease. But the bundle inlet flow is still

negative, and the downflow of the mixture

increases the temperature in the upper part of

the lower plenum. The flashing at 18.8 s in the

lower plenum forces a two-phase mixture up

through the bundle, and the void in the bundle

decreases immediately. The inlet flow to the

bundle by-pass also decreases, but it does not

reverse. The lower part of the by-pass flashes

at 19.1 s, and at 20.3 s the lower part of the

lower plenum starts flashing.

After about 23 s the flow in the entire bundle

is almost stagnant.
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At 25.9 s tha mass inventory in the volume

simulating the reactor control rod guide tube

starts flashing. This causes and upwards flow of

the two-phase mixture through the by-pass.

The maximum surface temperature, 500 C occurs

after 27.0 s in the upper part of the bundle.

7.2.3.1 Summary of events - loop analysis

(split break)

1.0 - Break occurs

- Bundle inlet flow decreases to about
17 % of its initial value

- The "intact" pump starts coast down

- By-pass flow decreases to about 50 %
of its initial value

1.05 - Break area fully opened

- Steam flow from the steam dome in-
creases (simulates the reactor pres-
sure relief valves) and the dome pres-
sure decreases

- When the pressure decreases the break
."low also decreases

1.1 - Power decay starts

1.6 - The bundle inlet flow starts in-
creasing again

1.7 - The upper part of the by-pass volume
starts flashing and a two-phase mixture
flow peak appears at the by-pass outlet

2.2 - By-pass inlet flow reverses

2.4 - Spray and feed water flow starts
decreasing

2.6 - Spray and feed water flow equal to
zero
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2.7 - By-pass outlet flow reverses

- Steam dome pressure increases

- The break flow increases and the
bundle inlet flow decreases

2.8 - First dry-out

3.8 - First stable dry-out (node * 17)

3.9 - Separator flow to the dcwncomer becomes
zero

5.6 - The water (two-phase) level passes the
water outlet of the steam-water sepa-
rator

7.9 - The water (two-phase) level starts
uncovering the inlet of the common
recircuiation line

8.2 - The upper part of the recircuiation
line starts flashing

8.8 - The steam dome pressure increases
because the pressure relief valves
close

12.5 - The steam dome pressure decreases
when the steam outlet flow from the dome
increases. The steam flow simulates
the opening of the pressure relief
valves. (Automatic depressurization)

12.8 - The by-pass outlet flow becomes
positive

13.2 - The two-phase mixture m the common
recircuiation line (simulating the
downcomer) reaches the "broken"
recircuiation line inlet

13.8 - The two-phase mixture appears at
the "broken" line pump

13.9 - The "broken" line pump cavitates and
causes a decreased flow in the line

- The bundle inlet flow decreases by
about 0.5 kg/s and the flow out from
the LP to the "broken" line increases
by about the same amount
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14.2 - The bundle inlet flow reverses and
becomes negative

14.4 - The pump in the "intact" line cavitates
and causes a decreased flow into the
LP. This decreased flow to the LP is
compensated by an increased flow from
the bundle to the LP

15.1 - First time at which void appears in the
entire bundle

15.7 - Increased flow in to the LP from the
"intact" line because of flashing in
the line between the pump and the LP

16.4 - The entire "broken" line is filled
with a two-phase mixture

16.8 - The bundle outlet flow reverses

17.8 - Increased flow in to the LP from the
"intact" line because of flashing

18.8 - The upper part of the LP starts
flashing and forces the bundle inlet
flow to reverse. The bundle inlet
flow becomes positive.

- The negative by-pass inlet flow de-
creases

19.0 - The entire "intact" line is filled with
a two-phase mixture

19.1 - The lower part of the by-pass starts

flashing

20.3 - The lower part of LP starts flashing

25.9 - The water in the volume simulating the
control rod guide tubes starts flashing

27.0 - The maximum surface temperature reaches
about 500 C (in node * 16)
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7.2.4 Comparison between calculated transients

_in_the loog and in_the reactor

Since there is a considerable difference in size

between the reactor and the loop, it was net

possible to make a direct comparison between all

of the results from the reactor analysis and the

loop analysis. Only some of the quantities could

be compared directly, for example the pressure,

and temperature, whilst other, for example the

mass flow must be normalized in some way. Usually

the quantity in question was divided by the

initial value or if it was zero, the quantity

was divided by the maximum value.

Because of the large number of relevant quanti-

ties it was impossible to compare all of them. A

number of quantities which were considered to be

representacive of the loop and the reactor

thermohydraulic behaviour were choosen.

Namely:

Pressure steam dome

Massflow intact RC-line inlet
intact RC-line outlet
broken RC-line inlet
broken RC-line outlet
break
bundle inlet
bundle outlet
by-pass inlet
by-pass outlet

Temperature rod surface

Heat flow bundle to coolant

Comments:

The steam dome pressures in the loop and in the

reactor are identical because the calculated

reactor pressure is used as input in the loop

calculation. The steam flow (to or from steam

dome),
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which is necessary to achieve for the specified

pressure, is calculated and given as output. The

calculated steam flow (it is not normalized)

seems to be very difficult to achieve in practice

in the loop, but it was shown that the specified

steam dome pressure could be achieved with the

proposed loop construction, even if the steam

flow transient was simplified (13).

The flow in the recirculation lines are norma-

lized with the initial flow. Since the loop has

only one bundle, the flow in other parts of the

loop will depend on the bundle flow. In the

reactor the different bundle flows vary around

an average value. In the case of this calculation

the bundle power in the loop was equivalent to a

high power bundle in the reactor. The initial

bundle flow is then about 2 % higher than the

average flow. The initial flows in the recir-

culation lines will therefore be about 2 %

higher in the loop compared to the reactor.

There is a good comparison between the norma-

lized flows in the "intact" recirculation line

and the reactor calculation, see Figures B.66 and

B.67. Up to about 14 s the flows are about 5 % too

high, but then the pump cavitates and the flows

decrease. Pump cavitiation occurs 3 seconds

earlier in the loop as compared to the reactor.

The difference in time depends on several things:

There is a bubble separation model for
the vertical volumes defined as downcomer
volumes in the code. This model creates
a two-phase level in the downcomer.
During the transient, the two-phase
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level decreases. When it reaches the
inlet to the recirculation lines the
inlet flow enthalpy is calculated on an
area and density weighted mixture basis
between the steam dome enthalpy and the
downcomer node enthalpy.

In the loop construction the inlet to
the common recirculation line is con-
nected to the downcomer at the same
level as the upper plenum. The common
part of the recirculation line simu-
lates the reactor downcomer.

As a result of this modelling, the
steam flow from the steam dome to the
loop recirculat-i-on line starts earlier
compared to th? reactor case. In the
reactor the two-phase level will consist
more as a moving distinct front, but in
the loop the flow will be homogenized
and of course the enthalpy in the loop
recirculation lines will rise faster
than in the reactor. If this model
gives a true view or not of the flow
pattern in the loop recirculation line
is not determined.

It is recommmended that a liquid level
detector is to be inserted in the loop
"downcomer".

II The break flow is too high in this case
compared with the reactor case. This is
caused by an increased break area, see
Section 7.2.1 above. Since the break
flow is the sum of the flow in to the
"broken" line from downcomer and the
flow from the lower plenum it can
influence the time to cavitation in the
recirculation pumps. An incorrect flow
out from downcomer can be caused by an
incorrect break flow, or by the fact
that the flow is wrongly split between
the flows from c-owncomer and the lower
plenum to the break, or a combination
of these two effects. As can be seen in
Figures B.69 and B.70, the inlet flow
to the lower plenum from "broken" line
is very good up to the cavitation time
but the outlet flow from downcomer to
the "broken" line is too large, Figure
B.70. It is possible to change this
outlet flow by manipulating with the
pump speed coast down curve and the
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orifices in the recirculation lines,
but the "broken" line pump speed is
still constant during the transient.
The time to pump cavitation will then
probably be delayed at the sacrifice of
the bundle flow. It is considered to be
much more important to obtain a good
simulation of the bundle flow, which is
an essential parameter in these ex-
periments .

A Detter suegestion for delaying the
onset of pump cavitation is: Increase
the initial water level in the upper
part of the downcomer and use the
initial mass inventory as a parameter
in the experiment.

The above reasoning about the time to cavitation

assumes that the puirp model in the code predicts

the correct behavioir of the pump. But the "four

quadrant curves" for the pump are not well

known, and in particular not when the pump works

with two-phase fluid. It is possible that the

experimental results may differ considerably

from the calculations and therefore it is impor-

tant to measure the pump behaviour during experi-

ments .

The normalized inlet flow to the "broken" line

is, as mentioned above, too high and the pump in

this line also cavitates about 3 seconds earlier

compared with the reactor. The reasons for early

cavitation in the "broken" line pump is the same

as noted above for the "intact" line pump. That

the flow in to the "broken" line is too high

between the times at which the break occurs and

cavitation in pump, depends on the increased

break flow. Because the "broken" line pump is

driven by an induction motor with an unknown

inertia and without the possibility of regulating

its speed the pump is driven at constant speed
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during the entire transient. Assuming a constant

speed during the transient is not so serious,

see Figure B.71, from reactor analysis. The

large differences between the loop and reactor

pump curves can be seen in Figure B.21.

In Figure B.72 the relative pump head in the

loop and in the reactor are compared. The pump

head in the reactor is negative almost immediately,

but the pump head in the loop is positive until

cavitation when the head decreases. This high

positive pump head forces the flow through the

"broken" line. There are several suggestions to

compensate this pumphead. For example: Change

the total inertia for the combination pump - motor

and let them coast down freely or switch off the

electrical power and force the pump speed down

by means of a mechanical brake.

Figure B.73 shows the calculated break flow from

the loop and the reactor break flow reevaluated

to the loop scale. That is:

768

WX = Break flow

AX = Break area

Index E = Loop

Index R = Reactor
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Up to about 8 - 9 s the difference between the

loop flew and the reactor flow increases slowly

depending on: A 12.5 % greater break area in the

loop as compared with the originally assumed

area, see Section 7.2.1 and a somewhat higher

pressure in the "broken" line depending on too

high pump head. During the time up to 8 - 9 s

the sub-cooling in the node upstream of the

break, is the same in the loop and in the reactor.

After this time the sub-cooling in the loop

starts decreasing, which is a result of the

early flow of steam in to the recirculation

line. The increasing enthalpy decreases the

break flow.

The break area in the loop will of course be a

parameter in the experiments, and the geometry

of the flow limiter will be a long throat nozzle.

The nozzle geometry will provide sufficient

length for a thermodynamic equilibrium fluid

discharge.

The initial bundle flow and the power in the

loop are scaled as a reactor hot channel, and

the normalized values should then be compared

with the corresponding reactor hot channel

values. But there is one thing which conflicts

with this comparison: The loop scaling factor is

based on the average reactor power, and it is

assumed that the loop bundle has the same hyd-

raulic behaviour as an average reactor bundle.

But it has been shown that the overall hydraulic

behaviour is nearly independent of the power

level, see for example Figure B.74, so the

bundle hydraulic behaviour can be compared with

the corresponding reactor average values.
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In Figure B.68 the relative bundle inlet flows

are compared. The loop bundle inlet flow is very

good (perhaps a little too high) up to pump

cavitation, but then the inlet flow decreases

and is reversed.

There are two alternatives to compensate the

small difference in flow. First: A faster de-

crease of the "intact" pump speed coast down

which in this case should influence the flow out

from the lower plenum to the break. The pump

speed coast down curve could perhaps be used as

a parameter during the transient experiments.

Second: Decrease the local orifice in node

(8, 6) and increase another orifice in the

"broken" line, for example (8, 5). This is

necessary if the initial flow through "broken"

line is to be constant. Perhaps it is possible

to get a stable DO in the loop without increasing

the break area if the bundle flow is decreased,

as suggested in the second alternative.

When the loop pumps cavitate the bundle inlet

flow decreases almost immediately, but the

outlet flow decreases only slowly over a period

of 5 s depending on the rapidly increasing

bundle void fraction when the inlet flow reverses.

The net outlet flow reverses 2.5 s later as

compared with inlet flow.

During that time interval, reversed inlet flow-

reversed outlet flow, a dry-out front occurs in

the bundle. It starts from the uppermost node

and propagates down through the bundle. All

dry-outs, except nodes 16 -18 in which an early

stable dry-out was reached, rewetted when the

void fraction decreased. The decreased void

fraction is caused by a down flow of the two-

phase fluid which has accumulated in the upper

plenum.
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In the reactor both the inlet and outlet flows

have reversed before the pumps cavitate. The

core void fraction at the time of cavitation of

the pumps is therefore higher in the reactor as

compared rfith the loop and, for example, the

upper half of the reactor core contains pure

steam. Those differences in void fractions, just

before the cavitation of pumps, causes a shorter

time difference between the response in the

outlet and inlet flows after pump cavitation in

the reactor as compared with the loop. Compare

Figures B.68 and B.74.

Despite the differences in the hydraulic behaviour

between the reactor and the loop, the differences

in the thermal behaviour of the bundles is

fairly small, see for example Figure B.75.

The initial by-pass flow in the loop is 12.1 %

of the total flow in to lower plenum compared

with 12 % in the reactor. The flow inlet tem-

perature is 267.6°C in both the loop and reactor

cases.

Since heat is both transferred to and generated

in the by-pass channel, the mass flow enthalpy

is increased through the channel.

The manner of heat transfer to the by-pass is

different in the loop and reactor calculations.

In the loop calculation it is assumed that there

is no thermal coupling between the bundle and

the by-pass. In practice it will also be the

case, because the by-pass channel is placed

outside the bundle pressure vessel. All the heat

is assumed to be homogeneously generated in the
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water. A special code option is used in which

the user can specify how much of the total heat

generated in bundle shall be deposited directly

into, for example, the by-pass. In this case

2.26 % of the total power is deposited in the

by-pass during steady state. When the value

2.26 % was used the initial by-pass flow achieved

285.3°C at the outlet, which was nearly the

saturation state, 286.4 c. After 3 s the deposi-

tion factor starts decreasing and levels at

1.5 % after another 3 s, and it was then constant

during the remainder of the transient.

In the reactor calculation, there is a thermal

coupling between the by-pass and the core and no

direct deposition in the by-pass.

The by-pass flow has an initial outlet tempera-

ture of 284 C in the reactor calculations.

Despite the small temperature differences in the

by-pass outlet flow, 285.3°C in the loop as

compared with 284°C in the reactor, the diffe-

rence in the time to flashing is rather large.

In the loop the uppermost by-pass node flashes

at 1.7 s when the outlet flow is still positive,

i.e. it flows from the by-pass to the upper

plenum. The corresponding time in the reactor

case is 10 s, see Figure B.76, despite the fact

that the outlet flow has reversed at about 2 s,

and a two-phase mixture might be sucked into the

reactor by-pass channel.

This difference in time is to _he onset of a

void in the uppermost node is probably, caused

by two discrepancies in the loop construction as

compared to reactor.
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First. The difference in heat transfer
to the by-pass. It is possible to
decrease the effect of this difference.
If the heat to the by-pass in the
reactor calculation is specified as a
function of time, it will always be
possible to achieve this function in
the experiment, because the by-pass
channel is separately heated.

Second. The flow in the uppermost part
of the by-pass node in the loop is
horizontal, but the corresponding flow
direction in the reactor is vertical.
It is then possible to achieve counter
currents between the phases in the
reactor but not in the loop. For example,
at low negative flow velocities it is
possible to suck down water into the
reactor by-pass and drain the upper
plenum.

It is recommended that the by-pass outlet flow

direction in the loop is measured, and perhaps

also to use some type of void gauge in the

by-pass channel.

Until about 2 s when both the loop and the

reactor by-pass inlet flows reverse, the agree-

ment between the relative inlet flows is good,

Figure B.77, but after that time the reactor

inlet flow increases (negative). This differences

probably depends upon the higher void fraction

in the loop. The earlier pump cavitation in the

loop compared with reactor also influences the

by pass inlet flow.

7.3 Guillotine break (GB)

This type of break in a reactor is referred to

as a double-ended guillotine break. The break is

assumed to occur instantaneously, in such a way

that the reactor coolant would discharge unimpeded
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from both ends of the severed pipe. In a BWR

with external recirculation lines the break is

assumed to occur between the RC-pump and the

lower plenum inlet.

From the reactor sensitivity studies it was

concluded that a reasonable simulation of the GB

could be achieved with the "broken" line + pump

replaced by a flow restriction positioned in the

recirculation line right against the downcomer.

The GB will then be simulated by two holes in

the recirculation line. One break is introduced

in the lower plenum node (3, 1) and the other in

the downcomer node (7, 10). With this simulation

of the GB the main volume 8 including the pump

is, of course, not used in the calculations. The

main volume 4 (bundle) has twenty sub-volumes.

7̂ :3̂ 1 Initial conditions

Pressure: 7.0 MPa

Power: The loop bundle power was choosen
to simulate a reactor hot channel.
Assuming a reactor radial peaking
factor of 1.3, the loop bundle power
will be

1-02
7:ft

170° • 1.3 = 2.935 MW
/bo

Bundle flow: Hot channel flow in the
reactor is 9.22 kg/s. The corresponding
loop flow is 5.33 kg/s.

The initial global dry-out margin was
1.50 with the CHF-correlation used.

Break area: The initial break flow from
the loop is assumed to be 1/768 of the
initial break flow from the reactor.
The break area in the lower plenum is
1/768 of the reactor break area. The
break area in the downcomer must be
less than 1/763 of the reactor break
area in the "long leg", about 1/3 of
1/768 of reactor break area was tried.
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Initial conditions - summary

Steam dome pressure

Bundle power

Directly deposited by-pass power

Pump speed

Coolant flow (bundle)

Coolant flow (by-pass)

Inlet temperature

Water 1. vel (rel pumpshaft)

External cooling water flow

External cooling water temperature

Break area: lower plenum

Break area: downcomer

7.0

2.935

0.0679

2654

5.25

0.77

267.5

6.3

4.25

120

0.00036

0.00011

MPa
MW

MW

rpm

kg/s

kg/s

°C
m

kg/s

°C
2

m
m2

7.3.2 Transient conditions

Pressure transient (steam dome): The
pressure transient calculated for the
reactor, Figure b.78, was used as
input, and the code then calculated the
necessary steam flow in to or out from
the loop steam dome, Figure B.80. When
this code option is used it is assumed
that the pressure transient can be
achieved in the test loop.

Based on some calculations, see Chapter 5,
it was suggested that the old spray
condensor system could be complemented
with two relief valves and then it
should be possible to achieve the
desired steam dome pressure transient.

Power decay transient: The fission
power decay curve depends on the break
size, see Section 4.2.1. The normalized
total power decay curve calculated for
the guillotine break in the reactor has
been used in this case.
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Pump speed coast down transient: The
relative pump speed coast down curve
tor the pump located in the "intact"
recirculation line (RC-line) simulating
the three intact reactor pumps, is the
same as that determined for the reactor
coast down curve, (Figure B.28).

7^3^3 SummarY_descrigtion_of_the_transient

Figures B.79 - B.125 include all the plots from

the calculations for the guillotine break.

The two break areas start opening at 1.0 s and

are fully open 0.05 s later.

The instantaneous break flow out from the lower

plenum causes a momentary flow reversal in the

bundle inlet and by-pass inlet. The flow from

RC-line into the lower plenum increases, despite

the fact that the RC-pump starts to coast down

at 1.0 s.

The break flow out from the downcomer causes an

increased flow out from the steam dome to the

downcomer. This effect, combined with the de-

creased flow in from the steam-water separator,

causes the water level in the steam dome to

start decreasing.

When a break is indicated in the reactor system,

opening of the pressure relief valves is signalled.

Two control valves open quickly and are fully

open at 1.1 s. The remaining six valves open at

1.5 s. Since the loop steam dome pressure is

forced to the same steam dome pressure transient

as in the reactor, the loop dome pressure also

decreases rapidly when the break is detected,

i.e. at 1.0 s, (Figures B.79 and B.113).
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The decreased bundle flow causes an increasing

void. In the reactor this voiding causes a

reactivity feed-back, and shuts off the fission

power generation. The loop power decay also

starts at 1.0 s.

0.1 s after the break the by-pass outlet volume

starts flashing. At the same time heat to the

coolant starts decreasing rapidly when the heat

transfer coefficient in the upper part of the

bundle decreases. In the lower part of the

bundle, HTC is still rising because of the

increasing void (nucleate boiling).

At 1.2 s the bundle inlet starts voiding and

from this time steam is sucked into the upper

node in the lower plenum, which starts flashing

at 1.7 s. When this occurs, the flow in from the

RC-line and the by-pass decreases. Flow in from

the bundle to the lower plenum not only decreases,

it becomes positive again at 2.0 s but reverses

at 2.3 s.

During propagation of the first depressurization

wave in the bundle it is not only the bundle

inlet flow which decreases but also the bundle

outlet flow. The outlet flow decreases much more

slowly than the inlet flow, and reaches only

~ 10 % of the maximum reversed inlet flow. Both

flows become positive again at 2.0 and at 1.8 s

respectively (see Figure B.81).

The first stable dry-out occurs at 2.3 s in the

middle of the bundle.
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At the time 1.4 s the spray and feed water

valves start closing and they are completely

closed at 2.6 s, but steam flow out from the

steam dome simulating the open relief valves.

When the spray and feed water valves close the

steam dome depressurization rate decreases and

causes the decreasing break flow to stabilize.

The decreased depressurization rate also causes

a negative peak in the bundle inlet flow and

external steam dome flow. The flow through the

steam-water separator also decreases rapidly,

and the flow from the separator to the down

comer becomes zero. This flow is not allowed to

be negative in the code despite the fact that

the water level in the downcomer is above the

water outlet of the steam-water separator.

The reduced steam flow up through the separator

at 2.4 s in combination with the deposited water

causes the water to fall down from the separator

to the upper plenum. It can be seen by the

decreasing plenum void fraction and the increasing

separator void fraction (see Figure B.93).

When the bundle flow starts decreasing at 2.4 s,

and becomes negative shortly after this time,

water is first, deposited in the upper most

bundle node and then proceeds downwards towards

the bundle inlet. The void fraction in the

bundle node t 1 decreases at 4.9 s.

At 2.7 s the heat from bundle to the coolant

reaches a minimum, and then increases slowly

(see Figure B.137).

Between 2.7 and 3.6 s the bundle flow increases

very slowly in the negative direction.
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Suddenly, at 3.6 s steam from the upper part of

the lower plenum is sucked down into the sub-

cooled water in the lower part of the lower

plenum. Of course the steam is condensed imme-

diately , because the code does not allow thermo-

dynamic non-equilibrium states, but the steam

flow quickly increases the enthalpy of the

water. The increased water enthalpy decreases

the break flow.

The steam which was suddenly sucked down in to

the lower plenum comes from the bundle.

At the bottom of the bundle, where the steam

mass fraction is fairly high, only the downwards

steam flow increases. At the top of the bundle,

where counter current flow exists in combination

with a fairly low steam mass fraction, the

increased downwards steam flow causes an increase

in water mass flow.

Between 3.6 and 3.9 s the enthalpy of the lower

part of the lower plenum increases and at 3.9 s

the volume starts flashing. During the above

time interval the water level in the downcomer

reaches the water outlet of the steam-water

separator. When the lower plenum flashes, the

mass flow in to the volume decreases, and two

phase flow through the break starts.

At 4.3 s the break volume flow from the lower

plenum is high enough to increase the amount of

steam sucked down from the bundle. When this

occurs, the water deposited in the bundle starts

falling down. It starts in the top of the bundle

where the steam mass fraction is low. The mass

flow acts like a water front, falling downwards,
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causing an increased heat transfer coefficient

between the rod surface and the coolant. The rod

surface temperature is still rising, but the

temperature gradient decreases.

In the downcomer the water level decreases, and

at 4.0 the upper most node starts flashing.

The flow out from the break in the downcomer is

stabilized at around -• kg/s. The recirculation

flow is also relatively stable at around 6 kg/s.

The bottom node in the by-pass starts flashing

at 4.6 s, and there are now two-phase mixtures

in all the by-pass nodes. In both the upper and

lower ends of the by-pass two-phase mixtures are

being emitted.

The steam dome depressurization rate decreases

at 4.9 s. Since the steam dome pressure tran-

sient is exactly the same as in the reactor, the

change in the depressurization rate must be

looked for in the reactor behaviour. The explana-

tion is an increased steam production in the

average core.

The steam production is better in the average

core than in the hot channel: low HTC in the hot

channel because of early dry-out. Since the loop

only simulates the hot channel, the steam dome

pressure must be corrected by the external steam

flow. The external steam flow reverses, and

jteam is now forced into the dome. The steam

flow from separator to the dome is also reversed.
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At 5.1 s the maximum surface temperature, 575°C,

is reached in node * 10 and then temperatures

start decreasing. The surface temperatures in

all the bundle nodes start falling at 5.1 - 5.2 s.

The void fraction in the uppermost bundle node

also turns at the same time. The void fraction

in the bundle nodes then starts increasing node

by node in a downwards direction.

The bundle mass flow, which is now negative in

whole bundle, decreases at 5.3 s in the top of

the bundle and at 6.6 s in the bottom of the

bundle. Deposited water has been drained from

the bundle. The steam mass flow is still in-

creasing in a negative direction, i.e. out

through the break.

In the downcomer the two-phase level reached the

outlet to the common recirculation line at

5.4 s. Pure steam can now be sucked into the

recirculation line ("downcomer11) and the two

phase mixture propagates fairly quickly in the

downcomer reaching the break volume at 6.7 s.

The break volume flow increases and the external

flow into the steam dome also increases slightly,

but not in the same range as it did after the

lower plenum break flow increased at 3.6 s. It

is probably dependent on the horizontal part of

the recirculation line ("downcomer") where no

counter current flow can occur. This part of the

recirculation line must first be filled with

pure steam, before steam can be sucked down from

the steam dome to the downcomer break.

At 7.1 s two-phase mixtures appear in the recir-

culation pump, and the pump cavitates rapidly

with a decreased pump head as the result.
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The mass flow from the node * (6, 2), simulating

the reactor control rod quick tubes, increases

rapidly at 8.9 s when it reaches the state of

saturation and flashes. Almost the entire mass-

inventory flows up through the by-pass into the

upper plenum, because there is a hard restriction

in the junction between the guide tube volume

and the lower plenum. The maximum flow out from

the by-pass to the upper plenum is about 2.5 kg/s

and it is reached at 11.0 s. The void fraction

in the upper plenum decreases immediately, as

the guide tubes flash, and the flow out to the

bundle increases. The maximum flow out to the

bundle becomes 2.9 kg/s at 11.5 s and it then

decreases again. This flow out of the mass from

the upper plenum causes a front of water to move

down through the bundle.

When the guide tube volume starts flashing, the

entire loop is filled with a two-phase mixture.

The pressure decreases continuosly and in the

steam dome it is 2.3 MPa at 20 s.

7.3.3.1 Summary of events - loop analysis

(guillotine break)

1.0 - Break occurs in lower plenum and
downcomer

- Pressure starts decreasing

- Bundle flow decreases and inlet flow
reverses

- Core by-pass flow decreases and
reverses

- Recirculation pump starts coast
down

- Flow in recirculation line increases
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- Steam flow from separator into steam
dome decreases

- Water flow from separator into down-
comer decreases

- Power decay starts

- Heat transfer coefficients in bundle
nodes 1 - 5 increase

1.05 - Break area fully open

1.1 - Heat to coo3 ant decreases

- By-pass outlet starts flashing

- Heat transfer coefficients in upper
part of bundle start decreasing

1.2 - Void in bundle inlet

1.3 - - Heat transfer coefficients in bundle
1.4 decreases

1.5 - Steam dome depressurization rate in-
creases when the steam flow out from
dome increases

1.55 - Bundle outlet flow reverses (first
time)

1.7 - Upper node in lower plenum starts
flashing

- By-pass inlet starts flashing

- Decreasing flow in to lower plenum from
recirculation line

1.8 - Node # 5 in by-pass starts flashing

- Bundle outlet flow becomes positive
again

2.0 - Bundle inlet flow becomes positive
again and increases

2.1 - Bundle inlet flow decreases (second)
time

2.3 - First stable dry-outs occur in middle
of bundle
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2.4 - Bundle inlet flow becomes negative and
remains negative

- Bundle outlet flow becomes negative and
remains negative

- Downcomer flow reduces (when feed water
starts reducing)

- Flow from steam-water separator to
downcomer becomes zero. The two-
phase level in downcomer is still
above separator outlet

- Void in steam-water separator increases

- Void in upper plenum decreases

- Spray and feed water starts reduce

- Depressurization rate in steam dome
decreases

2.45 - Peak in bundle inlet flow (into LP)

- Peak in external steam flow in steam
dome (into steam dome)

2.5 - Node t 4 in by-pass starts flashing

2.6 - Spray and feed water equal to zero

- Bundle nodes * 19 and 20 rewetted

2.7 - Heat to coolant rechaes a minimum
and increases again

- Heat transfer in nodes * 4 - 10 reaches
a minimum and increases

2.8 - Heat transfer in rest of bunle also
increases

3.6 - Rapidly increased mass flow (water)
to bundle from upper plenum

- Heat to coolant increases

- Rapidly increased flow of steam out
from bundle to lower plenum

- Rapidly decreased flow of external
steam from steam dome

- First time steam comes into lowest
part of lower plenum
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3.7 - Two-phase level in down comer passes
water outlet from steam-water separator

3.9 - Lower part of lower plenum starts
flashing

- Increased volume flow out through break
in lower plenum

- Peak in bundle outlet flow (< O i.e.
from UP)

- Peak in external steam flow

- Peak in heat to coolant; after peak,
decreasing heat to coolant

- Peak in bundle inlet flow (< O i.e.
to LP)

4.0 - Uppermost node in recirculation line
{"downcomer") starts flashing

- Flow in to recirculation line ("down-
comer") reduces

4.3 - Increasing heat to coolant

- Rapidly increasing flow of water into
bundle from upper plenum

- Slowly increasing flow out from bundle
to lower plenum

- External steam flow out from steam dome
decreases

4.6 - Bottom node in by-pass starts flashing

4.9 - Depressurization rate in steam dome
decreases

- External steam flow from steam dome
decreases rapidly

- Steam flow through separator reverses
and becomes negative

5.0 - External steam flow from steam dome
becomes negative
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5.1 - Maximum surface temperature 575 C is
reached in node * 10

- Void fraction in uppermost core node
increases; downfiow of steam is still
increasing

5.3 - Downfiow from upper plenum to core outlet
reaches a maximum and decreases

5.4 - Two-phase level in downcomer reaches
inlet to recirculation line (which
simulates downcomer) and inlet flow
decreases rapidly to a level of about (
0.5 kg/s

6.6 - Bundle inlet flow, which now is
negative, i.e. flews from bundle to
lower plenum, reaches a maximum flow (

and then decreases

6.7 - Two-phase in downcomer break volume

7.1 - Flashing in recirculation pump inlet
- Pump cavitates and pump head decreases
rapidly

8.9 - Volume simulating guide tubes starts
flashing

- Entire loop contains two-phase mixture

- Increasing downfiow from upper plenum
to bundle

15.2 - Changed depressurization rate

7.3.4 Comparison between calculated tran-

ii?n£s_in_the_loog_and_in_the_reactor

Since there is a considerable difference in size

between the reactor and the loop it was not

possible to make a direct comparison between all

of the results from the reactor and the loop

analyses. Only some of the quantities could be

compared directly, for example pressure, tempera-

ture, whilst others, for example mass flow, had

to be normalized in some way. Usually, the

actual quantity was divided by the initial

(steady-state) value. In some cases, where the

initial value was zero, the quantity was divided

by the maximum value.
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Because of the large number of quantities, it

was impossible to compare them all.

A number of quantities, which were considered to

be representative of the thermohydraulic behaviour

in the loop and in the reactor were choosen.

Namely:

Pressure: Steam dome

Mass flows: bundle inlet
bundle outlet
bundle by-pass inlet
bundle by-pass outlet
intact RC-line inlet
intact RC-line outlet
break

Temperature: rod surface

Heat flow: core to coolant

Comments:

The steam dome pressure in the loop and reactor

are identical because the calculated reactor

pressure is used as input for the loop calcu-

lation. The steam flow (to or from the steam

dome), which is necessary to achieve the speci-

fied pressure, is calculated and given as output.

The calculated stean. flow seems to be very

difficult to achieve practically in the loop,

but it was shown that the specified steam dome

pressure could be achieved with the proposed

loop construction even if the steam flow tran-

sient was simplified, see also Chapter 5.

The flow in the recurculation line is normalized

with initial flow. Before comparing the behaviour

between the loop and the reactor some differences

must be pointed out.
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The reactor "broken" line, including
the recirculation pump, is not simulated
in the loop in this case. The initial
flow in the recirculation line is equal
to the sum of bundle and by-pass flows.

The excess pump head is corrected with
an orifice down stream of the pump, see
Section 4.3.

There is no bubble "gravity" separation
(but a drift flux) in the loop recircu-
lation line which simulates the downcomer
in the reactor.

Initial flow used for normalization, is the

total recirculation flow in the loop case and

3/4 of the total recirculation flow in the

reactor case. This results in a difference

between the two normalized curves. During the

entire transient the loop flow is divided by a

value which is too large and the curve must be

too low compared to reactor the reactor curve,

Figure B.126.

At 7.1 s a two-phase mixture appears in the loop

pump and the pump head decreases. The two-phase

mixture increases the pressure drop over the

restriction down streams of the pump. This

* astriction (orifice) is calculated to give, in

combination with the loop pump, a behaviour

similar to the reactor pump. Consequently, when

the pump cavitates the pressure drop over the

loop pump + the restriction will be larger then

in the reactor calculation. This, in combination

with the decreased pump head and the increasing

volume flow, causes a rapid flow coast down. In

the reactor pump, a two-phase mixture appears at

6 s and the recirculation line inlet flow then

decreases. But the pump head is very low at this

time and the decreased flow depends only on the

increasing void.
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The different influence of the pumps in the loop

and the reactor can also be seen in the behaviour

of flow in to the lower plenum. Compare the

relative inlet and outlet flow from intact

recirculation line in the reactor. Figure B.127.

The outlet flow is not influenced by the flashing

in the pump at 6 s. If the corresponding flows

in the loop are compared, Figure B.128, it is

obvious that the outlet flow decreases when the

pump flashing occurs at 7.1 s.

The reason for this difference in time to voiding

in the reactor and in the loop pump is not

known.

At 14.3 s the suction nozzles in the reactor

downcomer start to uncover and the void fraction

in the recirculation lines increases and causes

a reduction in the coolant flow. In the loop the

corresponding uncovering is smoothed out.

In Figures B.129 and B.130 respectively the

normalized break flows from the downcomer and

the lower plenum are plotted. Since the initial

break flow is zero, the normalization has been

carried out using the maximum break flow. Obviously,

comparing normalized break flows in the reactor

and the loop is not correct. The relationship

between the maximum flows might be (and probably

is) "wrong". There could for example, be a

"spike" in one of the flows and when the flow is

then normalized with this maximum "spike" the

entire transient is depressed. A possible value

which can be takon for the break mass flow

normalization is the break area. The break mass

fluxes are the results and the mass flux tran-
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sients should be the same both in tho reactor

and in the loop. But even with this normalization

there could be problems. The mass flux is depen-

dent on the value of {3—] for the break. This

value can be varied if desired.

It is probably better to scale down the reactor

break flows to that of the loop and compare them

with the corresponding loop flows. The scaling

factor 1/768 which was used for the internal

flows is used for this scaling too.

That is

U7Y — . U Y

E "768 WAR

In Figure B.131 the recalculated bread flow from

the lower plenum in the reactor is compared with

the corresponding flow in the loop. The maximum

flow is higher in the loop than in the reactor.

This difference is probably caused by a diffe-

rence in the geometry, se Figure B.132.

The reactor junction * (8, 7) has an
initial flow which must be reversed
when break occurs in junction t (8, 6).
In the loop this initial flow is zero.

There is a restriction in the reactor
junction (8, 7). When the break occurs
and the flow reverses, the restriction
causes a pressure drop between the node
t (3, 1) and (8, 7). Since the break
flow is proportional to the stagnation
pressure in the node upstream of the
break area, the break flow from (8, 7)
must be less than a break flow directly
from (3, 1).
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The loop break flow is higher than the reactor

break flow until about 5.5 s. This causes a

higher flow in from the bundle and results in an

earlier (about 0.5 s) flashing in the loop lower

plenum as compared with the reactor. The time at

which the lower plenum flashes in FIX is also

influenced by the volume size. The volume size

used in the calculation is smaller than the

"ideal" volume.

When the loop lower plenum flashes it influences

the break flow because the state in this node

determines the break flow. The break volume flow

increases and the mass flow decreases faster

after flashing occurs in the lower plenum. In

the reactor no change in the break flow can be

detected when the lower plenum flashes because

the break flow is determined by the state in

(8, 7).

As can be seen above, the break flow is influenced

by the geometry and the break flow in its part

influences other hydraulic parameters, for

example, the bundle flow.

For the new FIX experiments it is therefore

important to construct the break location with a

geometry which makes it possible to calculate

the break flow from current critical flow models,

for example, the orifice for the limiting break

flow must be replaced by a long throat nozzle.

It is, of course, also important to try and

measure the break flows. It is suggested that

the break flows be measured in two different

ways.
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Measure the fluid momentum flux using a
full flow area drag device and combine
that measurement with a velocity measure-
ment from a turbine meter. The unit
should be placed on the high pressure
side i.e. upstream of the break flow
limiter.

Collect the blown out mixture in a
reservoir and measure the increasing
mass inventory.

To improve the loop construction it is suggested

that a flow distribution screen be placed at the

RC-line flow inlet in the LP. The screen simulates

the reactor flow distribution skirt. The screen

is suggested for two reasons:

It provides a better mixing in the LP,
in particular during steady state.

The elevation of the junction between
the RC-line and the LP is decreased.
This could be important if there is a
bubble gradient in the LP during blow
down. In the old FIX-loop, the inlet
flanges were placed too high in the LP,
compared with the corresponding reactor
inlet.

In Figure B.133 the reevaluated break flow from

the "broken RC-line" in the reactor is compared

with the downcomer break flow in the loop. The

loop break area was varied so to give as good

correspondence as possible between the loop and

the reactor break flows. This was necessary

since modelling the loop break was quite different

from the reactor break, se Figure B.132.

The relative core inlet flows are compared in

Figure B.134.

Note: The relative reactor inlet flow is the
core inlet average flow, but the relative
loop bundle inlet flow is the flow in to
a bundle simulating a reactor hot channel.
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Up to about 4 s, the agreement between the loop

and the reactor is good. Perhaps the first

undershoot is too deep in the loop case. As

stated before, the bundle flow is strongly

influenced by the break flow and the excessive

initial break flow in the loop probably causes

the undershoot to be too deep. It is probably

also the break flow causing the flow differences

between 4 and 10 s. During this time interval

the reactor inlet flow is almost constant, and

consists of nearly pure steam. In the loop,

however, a two-phase mixture flows out from the

bundle into the LP during that time interval.

The two-phase mixture comes from the upper part

of the loop bundle, which is then almost drained.

In the reactor case, the steam mass fraction in

the upper part of the bundle decreases instead

of increasing during the period of 4 - 10 s.

This down flow of a two-phase mixture gives a

higher heat transfer coefficient in the loop as

compared with the reactor case, Figure 135.

In Figure B.136 the surface temperatures of the

fuel rods in the loop are compared with the

corresponding reactor temperatures. Figure B.137

shows the relative heat to coolant in both the

reacLor and the loop. In these figures the

influence of differences in the heat transfer

coefficients can be seen.

Since the reactor calculations show a super-

heated coolant flow in the lower part of the

bundle between 3 and 6 s it is also suggested

that the coolant temperature be measured in the

loop bundle outlet.
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The loop calculations do not show any super-

heated coolant, but if the coolant were super-

heated during the experiments without, the tem-

perature being measured there couid be problems

in determining the heat transfer coefficients.

The HTC ought to referenced to the coolant tem-

peratures .

In Figure B.138 the relative core outlet flows

are compared. Also i i this case the relative

average reactor flow is compared with the relative

hot channel flow iii the loop bundle.

The loop bundle outlet flow simulates the reactor

flow very well up to about 2.5 s. After this

time the loop flow differs from the reactor flow

for two reasons.

At 2.5 s the isolation valves in the
steam line start reducing the flow out
from the reactor. When this occurs, the
steam flow through the steam separator
decreases. The water flow through the
separator also decreases, but it still
flows out from the separator to the
downcomer. In this point the loop
differs from the reactor.

The water flow out from the loon sepa-
rator becomes zero, and the upper part
of the separator is drained. The water
flows from the upper to the lower part
of the separator, but the steam still
goes up through the separator into the
steam dome. The counter-current flow is
probably caused by too large a flow
area in the upper part of the loop
separator, as compared with the reactor
separator area. If the reactor flow is
scaled with the same factor as was used
before in the loop (1/768) the flow
area had been 0.0069 m2 instead of that
now used: 0.0314 m2 The second area is
about 4.5 times larger than the first.
This in fact causes too slow a steam
velocity which in turn permits reversed
water flow. This water, from the upper
part of the separator, increases the
upper plenum mass inventory.
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Since this phenomen does not occur in
the reactor it is suggested that the
loop separator be "improved". But on
the other hand, there is a phenomenon
in the reactor which is not simulated
in the loop: during the time interval
when the channel coolant is superheated
the heat flow from the core to the
by-pass increases. An increased voiding
then occurs in the by-pass channel, and
the flow out from the BP outlet increases,
(see also below), the BP two-phase flow
increases the mass inventory in the
upper plenum and upper part of core.

These twc phenomena are different, but
they influence the upper plenum and the
core channel in about the same way and
at about the same time.

The second difference is the heat flow
to the coolant. The heat flow from a
fuel rod depends on the heat transfer
coefficient and the temperature diffe-
rence. During a transient these para-
meters der>end on each other. A hot
channel has a lower relative heat to
coolant flow, compared with an average
channel, see Figure 139. It depends
among ether things on an earlier onset
of the boiling transition. The influence
from the generated channel power can be
seen in Figure B.140, which shews the
bundle outlet flow both from an average
reactor channel and a hot channel.

Between 4 and 9 seconds there is a difference in

the relative core outlet flow in the loop and

the reactor. The same phenomenon occurs at the

bundle inlet. As said before, this phenomen is

probably caused by a difference in the break

nodalization.

In Figure B.141 the relative by-pass inlet flows

are compared. The behaviour of the loop is good

up to the time for lower plenum flashing. There

is a small time difference (about 0.5 s) between

the lower plenum flashing in the loop and the
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reactor, see the above, but more important for

the BP inlet flow is the behaviour of the lower

plenum after that time. In the reactor the BP

inlet flow decreases (it is negative, i.e. flows

from the BP towards the LP) when the lower

plenum flashes. The reactor flow stabilizes at

about 40 % of the initial flow, until the guide

tubes flash.

In the loop the flow out of the BP also decreases

when the lower plenum flashes, but after about

0.4 s it increases again in contrast to the

reactor. This difference between the loop and

the reactor is caused by the increased flow out

from the break volume of the loop LP after the

LP has flashed.

At 8.1 s the reactor g<.:ioe lul̂ e water inventory

flashes. The mac?: flew out Irom the BP inlet

then increases again. The loop volume simulating

the reactor guide tubes flashes at 8.8 s. As can

be seen in Figure B.141, the mass flow out from

the BP increases only a few percent. This dif-

ference in the flow out from the BP to the LP

depends on the different BP void fraction in the

reactor and the loop, compare Figures B.94 and

B.142.

At the time of flashing for the guide tube mass

inventory, the lower part of the reactor BP has

a high void fraction, compared with the corre-

sponding loop volume. The flow up of two-phase

mixture from guide tube volume then influences

the mass flow in the reactor BP channel inlet

comparatively more than in the loop case.
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The entire reactor BP-channel contains a two-

phase mixture after 2.3 s, the corresponding

value for the loop is 4.6 s. Since the depres-

surization rate is the same for both the reactor

and the loop, the time to the onset of a two-

phase mixture in the whole by-pass channel must

depend on the inital water temperature.

The water temperature in the BP channel depends

on the heat transfer and the mass flow to the

channel. Since the manner of heat transfer to

the BP channel is different in the reactor and

the loop (see Section 7.2.4), the initial axial

temperature profile is different, despite the

same boundary temperatures in the reactor and

the loop. In the reactor the channel temperatures

increase fast in the lower part, where the main

part of the heat is transferred to the channel.

In the loop, heat is transferred homogenecusly

to the channel and the temperature therefore

increases linearily.

The relative by-pass outlet flow in the loop

agrees quite well with the corresponding reactor

flow, see Figure B.143, except during period

3 - 6 s.

During this time interval, part of the reactor

core coolant is superheated. When the steam in

the core is superheated, the temperature

difference between core and the by-pass channel

increases. Since the heat flow between the core

and the by-pass is proportional to the tempera-

ture difference, the heat flow to the BP must

increase and similarly the by-pass voiding and

flow out increases.
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This effect cannot occur in the loop calculation

since the heat flow to the by-pass is a user-

specified time-dependent function.

After a comparison between the calculated beha-

viour of the steam-water separator in the loop

and the realtor, some conclusions concerning the

loop separator can be drawn.

The separator model used in the loop is a simple

model of a reactor separator. It was necessary

to use a loop separator of the same type as the

reactor separator, since data is known for that

type only. When the loop separator was proposed,

only a simple scaling consideration was used,

and it is therefore not probable that the real

loop separator will behave as the calculated one

does.

The loop separator model used has too large a

flow area, which causes a too low mixture velocity.

When the flow up of mixture reduces, at 2.5 s,

counter-current flow appears in the upper part

of the separator. Steam flows upwards and water

downwards. At this time the two-phase mixture

level in downcomer is still above the water

outlet of the separator. The mixture level

passes the water level at 3.7 s. During the time

interval 2.5 - 3.7 s flow from the downcomer to

the separator could be possible. (Not accounted

for in the code). In the reactor calculation the

mixture level passes the separator water outlet

at 3.0 s and the flow through this junction

becomes equal to zero at 7.4 s. I.e. there is no

risk for water flow from the downcomer into the

separator in the reactor.
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It is not necessary with a perfect steam-water

separation in the loop case. No steam is taken

out from the steam dome during the steady state

period. The steam produced is condensed when the

subcooled spray water flows into the steam dome.

Based upon the above conclusions a new steam-water

"separator" is suggested for the loop. The

"separator" only consists of a straight perfo-

rated pipe with an inside diameter of 100 mm and

a height of 1 850 mm. The separation effect in

the pipe will of course be minimal. Only gravi-

tation forces will separate the phases in the

steam dome region. At a flow reversal in the

pipe it is important to know how the mass flow

into the pipe is split between the two-phases.

With a perforated pipe and the perforation

placed in the upper part of the "separator", see

Figure B.144, there will be no risk for water

flowing in to the "separator", even if the

downcomer mass inventory is increased considerably.

The downcomer mass inventory will probably be

used as an experimental parameter.
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8. COMMENTS

It appears from the calculation results that the

proposed loop construction simulates the thermo-

hydraulic behaviour of a BWR in a qualitative

manner. Naturally, it is not possible to compare

the behaviour of the reactor with the results

from the experiments since it is not expected

that the loop will simulate the reactor perfectly,

neither in real time nor in the absolute amount.

However, all known phenomenon in the reactor are

expected to be sinulated in the loop. The results

from the experiments ought to be useful to

verify computer codes for calculation of the

thermo-hydraulic conditions in a reactor.

One must be conscious of the fact that there can

be differences between the experimental results

and the calculated ones, because of weaknesses

in the code model used. That is not to say that

the weaknesses are in the numerical model. The

numerical model may be good but it could have

been based on a limited knowledge of the physical

phenomena involved.

Some items which indicates weaknesses? in the

calculations and thus require attention during

the experiments are as follows

The behaviour of the recirculation
pumps: the pump curves are only known
for the pumps under normal single phase
operation. In the calculations, extra-
polation of the pump curves in to other
operation ranges are necessary. It is
doubtful if the code model for calcula-
tion of pump behaviour under two-phase
conditions is useful for these pumps.

The behaviour of the proposed steam-water
separator: the calculated behaviour of
the loop separator has not been verified
by experiments.
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The behaviour of the dovmcomer: the
physical phenomena in that part of the
loop which simulates the reactor down-
comer are not well known and it is not
certain how satisfactorily tne code
model used calculates the behaviour.

The critical flow model is not well
suited for calculation of flow out from
a pipe. The guillotine break causes two
separate flows out from the broken
recirculation line. The calculated
break flow through the long part of the
broken line is incorrect. To avoid the
difficulties in the modelling of the
long part of the broken line a simpli-
fication was made: the long part of the
broken line iG removed, aud at the time
for break a new break area is introduced
in the downcomer at the same position
as the inlet to the broken recirculation
line was located. The size of the break
area in the loop is adjusted to give a
break flow of the same order of magnitude
as the break flow (converted to the
FIX-scale) out from the long part of
the broken line in the reactor calculation.
The choice of break area in the loop is
therefore very doubtful since the
calculated break flow from the reactor
was already very uncertain.

The physical layout of the parts of the
FIX apparatus which simulate the break
locations in the reactor do not correspond
with the nodalizat:on in the calculations.
These differences result in a difference
between the fluid state upstream the
break restriction in the apparatus and
in the calculation, .tfiich in turn
influences the break flow.
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NOMENCLATURE
2

Flow area, m
2

Mass flux, kg/m , s

Length, m

Power, W

Heat flow, J/s
3

Volume, m

Mass flow, kg/s

Number of rods

Scaling factor

Subscripts

E Experimental setup

F FIX

R Reactor

Oil Oskarshamn II reactor

X Break position
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Table A.I

Comparison between the volumes in Oskarshamn 2 and FIX.

Volume Oskars- FIX
n a m n Old

(m3)

"Ideal" "Possible Proposed
ideal"

(dm3) (dm3) (dm3) (dm3)

Lower plenum
(outside guide tubes)

Guide tubes

Core by-pass

Core inlet

Core

Core outlet

Upper plenum

Steam separator
(two phase)

Steam dome
(steam separator +

steam lines + dome)

Downcomer (saturated)

Downcomer (subcooled)
Recirculation
(suction lines)

Recirculation lines
(pressure side + volume
in LP outside flow
distribution skirt)

34.8

25.0

23.3

1.1

17.2

2.0

8.1

11.3

147.0

29.5

60

20.1

91.2

21.3

22.2

2.0

33.2

49.1

395.0

295

44.8

32.2

30.0

1.4

22.1

2.6

10.4

14.5

189.0

38.0

77

44.7

32.2

28.1

0.3

22.2

0.6

8.4

12.4

176.0

32.7

77

36.4

32.2

28.1

0.3

22.2

0.6

8.4

12.4

596

53

77

10.2

23.1

92

13.1

38.1 29.9

13.2

29.7

13.2

29.7
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Table A.2

Volume data.

Volume No Flow area Hydraulic Volume
(dm2) diameter (dm) (dm3)

1 .1

2 . 1

2 . 2

3 . 1

3 . 2

3 . 3

4.1 -

4.20

5 . 1

5 . 2

5 . 3

6 . 2

6 . 3

6 . 4

6 . 5

6 . 6

7 . 2

7 . 3

7 . 4

7 . 5

7 . 6

7 . 7

7 . 8

7 . 9

7.10

7.11

7.12

7.13

7.14

19.63*

2.33*

4.69

5.05

5.05

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

5.47

1.5

7.89

0 . 6

0 . 6

0 . 6

0 . 6

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.599

0.599

0.599

5 . 0

1.14

1.64

2.64

2.64

0.136

0.136

0.136

0.136

2.64

1 .5

3.17

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

1.095

0.87

0.87

0.87

596*

5 3 *

10.8**

13.4

23.2

0 . 3

1.11

1.11

0.61

8 . 4

12.4

32.2

7.88

8.95

6.74

4.56

6.59

6 . 6

6.59

8 . 8

8 . 8

8 . 8

8 . 8

8 . 8

8 . 8

8.34

5.99

10.43

5.99

cont.
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cont. Table A.2

Volume No Flow area Hydraulic Volume
(dm2) diameter (dm) (dm3)

1.41

1.88

0.94

3.29

3.29

* Dependent on the two-phase water level in
the upper part of downcomer.

** May be two-phase water level dependent.

8 . 2

8 . 3

8 . 4

8 . 5

8 . 6

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.346

0.346

0.346

0.346

0.346
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Table A.3

Flow path

Flow path
No*

1.1

2.1

2.2**

3.1

3.2

3.3

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

5.1

5.2

5.3

6.1

6.2

data.

Flow area
(dm2)

18.85

4.69

0.000001

5.05

0.12

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.6034

0.785

3.14

0.0081

0.6

Position***
(m)

6.3

5.42

5.1899

0.891

1.35

1.355

1.593

1.723

1.907

2.091

2.275

2.459

2.643

2.827

3.011

3.195

3.379

3.563

3.747

3.931

4.115

4.299

4.483

4.667

4.851

5.035

1.136

5.29

6.0

1.3

1.255

Local flow
resistance
coefficient

0

0

99999.0

0

2.47

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

2

0

414

1

0

cont.
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cont. Table A.3

Flow path
No*

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

7.10

7.11

7.12

7.13

7.14

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

Flow area
(dm2)

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0 942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.942

0.1254

0.599

0.599

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.094

0.094

Position***
(m)

2.568

4.059

5.182

5.182

5.345

5.345

5.345

5.29

4.356

3.422

2.488

1.554

0.620

0

0

0.806

0.846

0.846

0.165

0

0

0.806

0.846

0.846

Local flow
resistance
coefficient

0

0

0

0

0.33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

630

2

0

113.65

0.3

0

0

82

0

27.66

* Number (i, j) refers to outlet of node no
(i, j). Numbers (6, 1), (7, 1) and (8, 1)
denote the inlet flow to main volumes 6, 7
and 8 respectively.

** This flow path is from downcomer bottom directly
to the lower plenum, it does not exist in the
test apparatus and is thus given a very high
flow resistance coefficient and a small flow
area. The flow in this flow path is then less
than 10 kg/s.

*** Position is relative to the pump shaft.
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SV = safety valve
H = hand controlled valve
MC= motor controlled valve
PQ = pneumatic quick closing valve
POO: pneumatic quick opening valve
PC = pressure control valve

400 kW preheoter
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Figure 126 Normalized inlet flow to the recirculation
line in the loop and in the reactor
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 127 The normalized flow into and out from
the intact recirculation line in the reactor
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 128 The normalized flow into and out from
the recirculation line in the loop
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 129 Normalized break flow from the downcomer
in the loop and in the reactor
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 130 Normalized break flow from lower plenum
in the loop and in the reactor.
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 131 The reevaluated break flow from lower
plenum in the reactor and the break flow
from lower plenum in the loop.
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 132 Differences in the nodalization scheme
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the guillotine break calculations
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Figure 133. The reevaluated break flow from down-
comer in the reactor and the break flow
from downcomer in the loop.
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 134 Normalized inlet flow to the bundle in the
loop and in the reactor.(Guillotine break)
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Figure 135 Heat transfer coefficient in the midplane
for the loop and for the reactor.
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 136 Rod surface temperatures in the midplane
for the loop and for the reactor.
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 137 Normalized heat to coolant flow in the
loop and in the reactor
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 133 Normalized outlet flow from bundle In
the loop and In the reactor
(Guillotine break)
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Figure 139 Normalized heat to coolant flow in a
hot reactor channel and in an average
reactor channel. (Guillotine break)
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Figure 140 Normalized bundle outlet flow from a
hot reactor channel and an average
reactor channel. (Guillotine break)
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Figure 141 Normalized inlet flow to the by-pass
channel in the loop and in the reactor,
( Guillotine break)
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Figure 143 Normalized outlet flow from the by-pass
channel in the loop and in the reactor.
(Guillotine break)'
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